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ABSTRACT

Background In secondary data there are often unstructured free texts. The aim of this study was to validate a text mining system to extract unstructured medical data for research purposes.

Methods From a radiological department, 1,000 out of 7,102 CT findings were randomly selected. These were manually divided into defined groups by 2 physicians. For automated tagging and reporting, the text analysis software Averbis Extraction Platform (AEP) was used. Special features of the system are a morphological analysis for the decomposition of compound words as well as the recognition of noun phrases, abbreviations and negated statements. Based on the extracted standardized keywords, findings reports were assigned to the given findings groups using machine learning methods. To assess the reliability and validity of the automated process, the automated and two independent manual mappings were compared for matches in multiple runs.

Results Manual classification was too time-consuming. In the case of automated keywording, the classification according to ICD-10 turned out to be unsuitable for our data. It also showed that the keyword search does not deliver reliable results. Computer-aided text mining and machine learning resulted in reliable results. The inter-rater reliability of the two manual classifications, as well as the machine and manual classification was very high. Both manual classifications were consistent in 93% of all findings. The kappa coefficient is 0.89 [95% confidence interval (CI) 0.87–0.92]. The automatic classification agreed with the independent, second manual classification in 86% of all findings (Kappa coefficient 0.79 [95% CI 0.75–0.81]).

Discussion The classification of the software AEP was very good. In our study, however, it followed a systematic pattern. Most misclassifications were found in findings that indicate an increased risk of cancer. The free-text structure of the findings raises concerns about the feasibility of a purely automated analysis. The combination of human intellect and intelligent, adaptive software appears most suitable for mining unstructured but important textual information for research.
Introduction

Epidemiologic studies often rely on secondary data that have not been collected originally for research purposes [1, 2]. With the technical development and wider adoption of information systems, e.g., Radiology Information System (RIS) or Electronic Health/Medical Record Systems, large amounts of medical text data are produced in health institutions. These data include information about diagnosis and treatments, the patient’s medical history, etc. In many cases the respective information is stored as unstructured data and therefore its usage is often hampered by different documentation styles and complex free texts as the extraction of relevant information is very time-consuming.

In a German and a combined European cohort study [3–5], we evaluated the risk of childhood cancer after exposure to ionizing radiation from computed tomography scans (CT). We collected data from the radiological information systems in 20 German hospitals to obtain the cohort and the exposure. These data were linked to the data from the German childhood cancer registry to assess the outcome. However, cancer risks associated with CT examinations must always be considered in the context of competing risks as well as potential confounders. It is possible that new cancers may occur due to underlying risk factors or that a cancer disease was already in progress but not yet diagnosed rather than being induced by the radiation exposure from the CTs. Information to control for these errors were available only in the radiological reports. As the reports are written as free text, it was difficult to retrieve and use information from these reports. To make the needed information accessible, text mining was considered as a solution to the problem. For this purpose, a criteria list of conditions and a categorization of overall diagnoses according to risk status was needed. Relevant risk groups were that patients were already diseased with cancer, had an elevated risk of cancer, had an elevated risk of mortality or had no elevated risk of cancer or mortality.

The aim of this work is to describe and evaluate a procedure to extract information from the data collected via the RIS in one of the participating hospitals.

Materials and methods

Data collection and management

Briefly, this study was performed by linking pseudonymized cohort data of children exposed to CT at the University Medical Centre Mainz. From the RIS, all available data for children receiving CTs before the age of 15 and between 1 January 1980 and 31 December 2010 were extracted as a comma-separated values file. Data regarding the date of the examination and the indication as well as the full radiologic report were extracted for all eligible examinations.

Approvals for the study were obtained from the ethics committee of the Medical Chamber of Rhineland Palatinate, and the data protection officer of the University Medical Centre Mainz [3].

From all CTs, a random sample (n = 1,000, “main sample”) stratified by calendar year was drawn. From this main sample, separate stratified subsets were created. Radiological reports, which only referred to other reports or consisted of empty strings, were excluded.

Criteria list for elevated risk of cancer, risk of mortality, and the definition of the risk groups

The list of diseases associated with a higher risk for either cancer development (ICD-10: D70, D80–83, Q85, Q90–93, Q95, Q97–99) or mortality (A00–09, A15–19, A30–41, A75–99, B20–24, D68.
E84, E88, G00–09, G12–13, G80–83, G90–93, G95–96, G98, I00–09, I26, I28, I30, I34–38, I40–43, I46–51, I60–69, I71–74, J05, J09–18, K56, K65, K71–72, K74, M30, N17–N19, P10–11, P27, P36, P52, P77, P91, Q00–07, Q20–28, Q32–Q34, Q67, Q71–79, Q80–82, Q85–87, Q89, T00–09, T20–21, T27–32, T34–35, T36–50, T51–65, T74, T79) were adopted from a preceding study [6] and were reviewed by 2 physicians with epidemiological or radiological expertise. The lists were checked for completeness and for relevance in terms of the study population and the observation period. Diseases, which do not occur before the 15th year of life, were removed as well as mental diseases resulting from drug abuse.

Relevant risk groups were defined based on the preceding study on cancer risk after conventional x-ray examinations in children [6]:

- **G1** definitely diseased with cancer
  - Children who have been examined using CT in order to successfully verify a cancer or to treat a cancer or have had a cancer are excluded from the analysis.

- **G2** a priori higher risk of cancer development
  - Children who have been examined due to a suspected cancer which was not verified or children who suffer from a disease associated with a higher cancer risk.

- **G3** higher risk of mortality
  - Children who have a higher risk of dying due to prevalent or previous diseases.

- **G4** no elevated risk of cancer or mortality
  - All children who do not belong to any of the other groups.

### Information extraction approaches

We evaluated different approaches which were implemented consecutively and are described below. Steps numbers represent the consecutive order of our approach.

**Step 1** The radiological reports of test data 1 (n = 100) were classified manually using ICD-10 and the defined risk groups by a medical doctoral candidate (rater 1). A second subset (test data 2 (n = 104)) was drawn and classified by risk groups and diagnostic groups. The diagnostic groups were expanded on the basis of the data found. The groups represent a combination of distinct diagnoses and indications.

**Step 2** The radiological reports of test data 1 and 2 (n = 204) were searched for keywords derived from the criteria lists. Ambiguous terms and abbreviations such as "trauma" were excluded. The terms were translated into regular expressions (RegEx) to include deviations and spelling errors. If a keyword was found, the respective result was assigned to the corresponding risk group.

**Step 3** All consecutive steps were performed with the automated text mining tool Averbis Extraction Platform (AEP) [7]. It includes functions such as negation recognition, morpho-semantic analysis, hierarchical terminology and key word weighting. A radiological term mapping component that utilizes the German translation of RADLEX [8, 9] was first supplemented by the relevant terms from ICD-10. The included terms (RADLEX + ICD-10) were then assigned to the risk groups.

Afterwards the test data was entered into the AEP. Any occurrence of one of the keywords within the radiological reports led to an assignment to the corresponding risk group.

The test data together with the manual classifications were inserted into the AEP and analyzed using the full functionality of the AEP. This automated procedure extracted more preferred terms than the manual classification. The relevance of the extracted terms was learned by analyzing their distributions within the risk groups which have been classified manually. The respective rules were generated automatically.

The validity (proportion of correct assignments) was tested by 10-fold cross-validations: the inserted dataset was divided into 10 separate sets. 9 sets served as training dataset to extract the rules with which the 10th set (classified dataset) would be classified. This procedure was repeated ten times. The average prediction accuracy of all ten iterations is the prediction accuracy of the classification model. For every processed radiological report, the assigned risk group and the probability for correct assignment were determined. The latter is called a confidence value and has a range from 0 to 1.

**Step 4** The correct classification of the AEP was verified in 100 additional radiological reports with high confidence values. If needed, the rater 1 corrected the risk groups and they were reassigned; otherwise they were marked as approved. These manually verified reports were flagged and given higher importance during the next automated learning process. Additionally, 100 further radiological reports were drawn from the main sample and were classified manually. The automated classification based on machine learning was repeated (see step 3) using the enlarged test data (n = 304) enriched with information from the manual verification.

**Step 5** Following the automated classification from step 3, the 200 classifications with the lowest confidence values were reviewed manually and reassigned if needed as described above. Additionally 200 further radiological reports were drawn and classified manually. The enriched and enlarged test data (n = 504) was again classified through the AEP as described in step 3.

**Step 6** All remaining radiological reports were classified manually as well. The automated classification based on machine learning was repeated (see step 3) using the enlarged and enriched test data (n = 994).

**Step 7** The risk groups G2 and G4 proved not to be very distinct and tended to overlap because both groups contain large numbers of healthy people. Thus, both groups were combined and the automated classification with AEP was repeated as described in step 3.

**Step 8** In this step 160 classifications with the lowest confidence values were selected and searched for relevant keywords. These keywords were flagged as of higher importance for the automated learning process and directly entered into the
AEP. The optimized automated classification was repeated with the whole test data using all 4 risk groups.

**Step 9** For comparison, the complete main sample was additionally classified by a physician (rater 2).

**Step 10** The results of the second manual classification by rater 2 was then used to repeat the automated classification with AEP on the whole test data (n = 994) including the manual revisions and the weighted keywords.

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analysis was performed using SAS v9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). The reliability of the AEP was determined by calculating the inter-rater reliability between the last automated classification and each of the two manual classifications.

The response of the manual raters 1 and 2 were compared with those of the AEP. Cohen’s Kappa Statistic was used to determine the level of agreement between each rater and the AEP and 95% confidence intervals were calculated for the obtained kappa. The Fleiss Kappa Statistic was used to determine the overall mean kappa rating between subgroups of raters (rater 1, rater 2) and the automatic rating of the AEP.

**Results**

The hospital dataset contained 7,102 eligible radiological reports. From these, a random sample of 1,000 reports was drawn. 6 reports were missing and therefore excluded, leaving 994 reports for inclusion in the analyses.

The manual classification (Step 1) showed that classification using ICD-10 is not feasible. From the 100 radiological reports in test data 1, only 50% could be assigned to an ICD-10 code. In 39%, an assignment was not possible, and in 11% an assignment was judged unreasonable. The poor results were caused by the inappropriate structure and content. In many cases, no diagnosis and hence no diseases were given. For example, for a tumor exclusion, no prevalent disease is present. The radiological findings contained medical terminology, as well as general and clinical specific abbreviations, guesses, negations, compounds, or measurements. Therefore, further information, which was not included in some reports, would be necessary to fully understand the data. In addition, typing errors occurred. In most cases, the radiologist is not provided with any further patient data apart from the indication. Therefore, the radiological findings are mostly only descriptions of normal morphology or - if present - its pathological changes.

In step 1 the classification by risk groups (n = 204) showed that 44% of all CTS were performed in relation to a (potential or confirmed) cancer (G1 = 27% and G2 = 17%). 27% had a higher risk of mortality (G3) and 29% had no elevated risk of cancer or mortality (G4).

The keyword search (step 2) could insufficiently reproduce findings from the manual classification. In case of the 11% where a reasonable assignment was not possible, there was no distinct disease term that could be extracted from the radiological reports. The structure of the radiological reports made the planned use of software-supported keyword searches using RegEx unreliable. The ICD-10 and the ruled-based assignment to risk groups also proved not to be suitable. Most problems were caused through the heterogeneity of the radiological reports. For example, the reports used differing terms in the ICD-10 descriptions or information were only available with information relevant to an understanding of the radiological report (contextual information).

The initial validity (step 3) was 0.69 (▶ Table 1). Logically, the validity could only be slightly improved (1%) by revising the assignments with high confidence values (step 4). By revising the 200 assignments with low confidence values (step 5), the overall validity was increased by 5%. The enlargement to the whole test data (step 6) led to an increase of only 1%. In comparison to step 6, the use of weighted keywords (step 8) improved the validity by 10%, thus resulting in an overall validity of 0.86. The use of different training data sets led only to marginally changed validity.

The inter-rater-reliability between the two manual classifications was good. They coincided in 93% of all radiological reports. The kappa coefficient was 0.89 [95% confidence interval (CI): 0.87–0.92]. The automated classifications coincided in 86% of all radiological reports with the second manual classification (step 10). The kappa coefficient was 0.79 [95% CI: 0.75–0.81].

The choice of the training data set only marginally influenced the final results. The concordance of the automated classification with the second manual classification was only 2% lower (84%) when using the second manual classification than the first manual classification, which was used for initial training. The kappa coefficient was 0.76 [95% CI: 0.72–0.79]. The disagreement of the two manual classifications did not follow a systematic pattern and spread across all risk groups. The misclassification of the AEP, however, followed a systematic pattern: some reports were incorrectly classified as G4 (no elevated risk). Furthermore, some reports from G2 (not verified suspicion of cancer) were classified as G1 (diseased with cancer) (▶ Table 2, ▶ Fig. 1).

Total agreement between the two raters and the AEP were seen in 812 radiology reports. Agreement between rater 1 and rater 2 differed in 71 reports. In 160 instances rater 1 and the AEP and in 141 instances rater 2 and the AEP differed. The agreement is stron-
gest in risk group 1 (prevalent cancer, Table 3). The Fleiss kappa coefficient between both raters and the AEP was 0.81 ($z = 68.82; p < 0.001$).

**Discussion and conclusion**

This study described a method to make the information of free medical texts accessible for epidemiological research. Interactively we assessed the feasibility and validity of manual classifications, data extraction by means of classical keyword searches, and finally intelligent text mining tools capable of automated learning. The manual classification proved to be the most reliable but also most resource expensive method. Conventional keyword searches failed to detect the relevant, hidden contextual information in the text. The text analysis tool AEP however provided promising results suitable for large scale research projects using medical routine data.

In our case we extracted medical conditions that appear to be more frequently associated with the use of CT in pediatrics. It showed that in pediatric CT patients the majority of scans were unrelated to cancer suspicion (Group 3 and 4: 66%). According to the results of the first manual classifications 24% of the findings were indicating cancer (Group 1) and 10% had an a priori higher risk of cancer development (Group 2). This distribution was like estimates of experts which were interviewed during the early research phase.

The ICD-10 classification is not suitable for classifying radiological reports. A manual classification is possible but very labor-intensive. On average, the manual classification of only one result took 2 to 3 min. This is not feasible if large numbers of reports are to be classified.

Conventional software-based methods, such as keyword search and rule-based classifications, were also not satisfying in our case. Given the nature of free text, the relevant information was mostly hidden in the semantical context and thus accessible to intelligent approaches only. To account for this, the composition of the contextual information must be translated into complex rules which detect the combined occurrence of specific terms. However, due to the heterogeneity of the report texts, the effort needed to program these rules easily outweighs the efforts of manual classification.

Finally, we opted for a more elaborate and complex approach. In this approach, state-of-the-art classification methods based on statistical learning algorithms were applied to the problem. As input, these approaches require sufficiently large sets of manually classified examples (training data) based on which they derive an optimal statistical model to automatically classify unseen examples. The combination of manual classification, machine learning and semantic text analysis programs is possible. The validity of this approach can be improved with the revision of a fraction of automated classification with low confidence value and the weighting of keywords.

---

**Table 2** Agreement data and Kappa of the automated and manual classifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2nd rater vs. AEP1</th>
<th>1st rater vs. 2nd rater</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AEP1</td>
<td>Rater 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>[CI 0.75–0.81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concordance</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Averbis Extraction Platform

**Table 3** Level of agreement of automated and manual classifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Group</th>
<th>Rater 1</th>
<th>Rater 2</th>
<th>AEP1</th>
<th>Kappa (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>0.91 (SD 0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.57 (SD 0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>0.83 (SD 0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>0.79 (SD 0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>994</td>
<td>994</td>
<td>994</td>
<td>0.81 (SD 0.01)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Averbis Extraction Platform

---

**Fig. 1** Agreement plot between automated manual classification and rater 2.
The combination of 2 risk groups led to a small improvement and a loss of information and was therefore not deemed useful. However, in other research settings, with more distinct groups, this might lead to improved results.

Overall, a validity of 86% was achieved by the machine-learning approach. The inter-rater reliability between the AEP and the 2 manual classifications was good. In our case the misclassification of the software followed a systematic pattern: text components indicating existing cancer risks sometimes remained undetected and the findings have been mistakenly assigned to Group 4 (no risk). In the overarching research setting, this would lead to an underestimation of the true risk of childhood cancer associated with diagnostic CT.

A weakness of our approach was the relatively small sample in combination with partly overlapping risk groups. In an exploratory analysis the classification model derived from step 6 was applied to a large dataset of three hospitals [3,5]. The validity for each individual clinic could be improved. This is likely due to the more heterogeneous training data and the absolute number of datasets per clinic. However, more work is needed to better understand conditions improving the validity in larger datasets from different sources. In the statistical analysis plan we planned the reproduction of the search in other countries of the European cohort study to assess if there are different results according to language. Results from a British study suggest that a semantic search in radiologist reports showed a satisfactory performance [10]. The authors also validated a subsample by a pediatric radiologist but they did not report inter-rater-reliability with the automatic coding procedure.

Radiological reports have changed significantly, especially in recent years. The discussion about whether and how a report should be structured to serve its different purposes has been ongoing for several years [11]. In future, studies in radiology, which use current data, will be able to use structured report texts [12].

Meanwhile, there are promising approaches in the field of deep learning also for text classification tasks. We have implemented document classification tasks based on convolutional neural networks in another domain (on patents) and had approximately 5–7% better accuracy than with previous machine-learning methods [13]. Other topics to mention are boosting [14] or word embedding [15].

In conclusion, this study described a method to extract certain information from complex free texts in radiological reports. In our case we extracted medical conditions that appear more frequently associated with the use of CT in pediatrics. Such information provides insights for clinical practice and epidemiological studies. The method is potentially transferable to any other research, which plans to utilize information from free texts; however, further research on various features of the automated approach is needed to improve applicability.
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Hinweis

Erratum
Im oben genannten Artikel wurde der Name des Autors Lucian Le Comet korrigiert.